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TOOLS FOR MASTERFUL GRILLING



Beer Can Chicken Roaster
Beer Can Chicken is a time-tested technique for imparting 
authentic, mouth-watering flavor to chicken and other poultry. 
This non-stick roaster with drip pan and canister makes it 
even easier to master this technique. The canister's patented 
design locks onto the drip pan to hold poultry securely in 
place, and can be used with liquids other than beer, such as 
wine, stock or water. The drip pan collects meat juices for 
sauces and prevents dripping fat from starting a flare-up. 

MC8000  |  Case of 4  |  Patent # 9,560,937

Grill Mates® Montreal Chicken® Seasoning  
is ideal for using with Beer Can Chicken!

Packaging side panel clearly indicates the 
simple ingredients that can be used with the 
Beer Can Chicken Roaster to bring together a 
delicious meal quickly and easily.

In most cases, Grill Mates product packaging 
shows the seasonings and grilling accessories 
recommended for a no-fuss, no-frills meal.

All it takes is flame and flavor. No frills. Nothing fancy.  
Just high quality herbs, spices, heat, and the best tools  
for the grill.
Grill Mates® delivers the greatest grilling experience known to man. That’s 
why we’re America’s #1 grilling seasoning. Be the master of your grill with the 
mouthwatering flavors of Grill Mates, and the quality tools you need to get 
the job done. This line of Seasonings, Marinades, Rubs, Burger Mix-Ins, and 
Barbecue Tools was created to bring maximum flavor to your grilled foods. 

The Companion Group/McCormick® Partnership 
Nothing brings people together quite like a barbecue. It’s that same spirit that 
brought together the epic flavors of Grill Mates® and expertly crafted tools of 
Charcoal Companion®. The goal is simple: the two together provide grillers 
everywhere with the best experience possible. Simple, huge flavors, and the 
tools to get the job done effectively. It’s more than just a partnership: it’s a 
match that will ignite grilling fans across the world. 

THE POWER OF FLAVOR AND FLAMETHE POWER OF FLAVOR AND FLAME

Grill Mates® offers comprehensive online resources for grillers to up 
their grilling game! Tips, techniques, recipes, and social sharing 

encourage grillers to expand their knowledge and champion their 
success at GrillMates.com.

The Grill Mates® line of grilling accessories maximizes cross-selling 
opportunities in your retail space. Clear callouts on packaging indicate 

great flavor matches with grilling products, so customers can imagine their 
entire meal coming together easily with products available in the store.



Chili Pepper & Drumette Rack with Corer
This special rack and corer set makes easy work of preparing 
stuffed jalapeños and chicken drumettes. Corer is stainless steel 
with hardwood handle and rack is non-stick for easy cleaning. 
Using the rack to elevate the drumettes or peppers above the 
grill helps prevent flare ups and scorching. Holds up to  
18 peppers or drumettes; corer is patented. 

Rack: 9.8 in x 4.8 in 
MC8002  |  Case of 4  |  Patent # D610,884

Bacon Grilling Rack
Cook bacon on the grill with this easy-to-handle rack. Non-stick 
rack holds up to 6 strips of bacon and cooks them in a hanging 
position, allowing the grease to drip away from the bacon and 
into a well, to prevent flareups while cooking on the grill or in 
the oven. Bacon will be browned and crispy without any mess!

10.79 in x 5.63 in  
MC8007  |  Case of 4  |  Patent # D707,076

4  •  GRILL TOPPERS

Adjustable Sausage Basket
This non-stick sausage grill basket makes easy work of cooking 
multiple sausages on the grill. Move and flip up to 6 sausages at 
once, ensuring even cooking!

Overall dimensions: 4 in x 20 in
MC8020  |  Case of 6 

Grilling Plancha
This cast iron plancha can be used on top of your grill to get 
authentic sear and char on a variety of foods. Use the plancha 
to cook anything from steak and chicken to smaller vegetables 
that would normally fall through the grates. The plancha is a 
classic of the Spanish grill and perfect for any barbecue. 

 
Cooking area: Approx. 14 in x 11.8 in 
MC8022  |  Case of 3 

Rectangle Grilling Basket
This non-stick rectangle basket is 
a great way to get grilled flavor on 
smaller items. The basket keeps your 
food from falling between the grill  
grates. Its long handle allows you 
to move and flip all items at once 
without the need for tongs.

Overall dimensions: 12.4 in x 24 in 
MC8017  |  Case of 6  

Square Grilling Pan
Ideal for cooking mixed vegetables and smaller cuts of meat, 
this non-stick grill pan allows you to roast or grill food without 
losing it through the grate. Raised edges are great for grilled 
food and handles make transporting food from the grill to the 
table a cinch! 

Cooking area: 11.1 in x 11. 1 in
MC8001  |  Case of 4 

Set of 6 Flat Skewers
Grill up delicious meat and veggie kabobs with these 
sleek stainless steel skewers! The wide, flat design 
accommodates larger cuts of meats and vegetables while 
helping to prevent food from spinning. Built-in looped 
handles make for easy turning. Includes three long skewers 
for entrée-sized portions and three short for appetizers.

Long skewer length: 12.5 in 
Short skewer length: 6.9 in 
MC8019  |  Case of 6  

GRILL MATES® TAKES FLAVOR FROM ORDINARY TO EPICGRILL MATES® TAKES FLAVOR FROM ORDINARY TO EPIC

Easily add a punch of flavor to grilled meats 
and veggies with Grill Mates® Seasonings, 
such as Roasted Garlic & Herb Seasoning.

Big flavor. Period. 

Meat, flame, seasonings, and  
the right tools to get the job done. 

Grill Mates® makes it easy to grill.

With a pack or two of Grill Mates® 
Montreal Steak® Sausages, you're set 
to grill for a crowd without breaking 
a sweat.



Meat Claws 
These heavy duty, stainless steel meat claws are designed 
for handling larger pieces of meat such as roasts, turkeys, 
chickens, and hams. Claws help you easily lift large cuts of 
meat off the grill, and allow you to shred a smoked pork butt 
into pulled pork in a matter of minutes. 

MC8015  |  Case of 6 

Barbeque Pit Mitt®
The Pit Mitt® is a no-frills glove for serious grillers, made 
of aramid fibers that are used in aerospace and the military. 
The fibers form a protective heat barrier while you flip 
burgers, turn hot dogs or grab piping hot kabobs from the 
grill. The glove’s long length protects your wrist and lower 
arm. Mitt is heat-safe up to 475°F (246°C).

MC8011  |  Case of 6

6  •  TOOLS & PREP

THE POWER OF FLAVOR AND FLAMETHE POWER OF FLAVOR AND FLAME

Locking Tongs with Soft-Grip Handle
These stainless steel tongs make it easy to turn burgers, hot 
dogs, and steaks. The textured edges of the tong firmly grasp 
your food, while the handles are easy to grip. Grill up a feast 
for family and friends, easily moving piping hot food from grill 
to plate.

Overall length: 13.75 in
MC8005  |  Case of 12 

Pocket Digital Thermometer
This thermometer with stainless steel probe 
gives fast, accurate reads of meat so it’s easy 
to tell when food reaches the sweet 
spot. Digital display makes it easy to 
read the temperature from different 
angles. Easily go from Fahrenheit 
to Celsius with the flip of a switch. 
Includes protective storage sleeve with 
pocket clip.

MC8012  |  Case of 6  

Soft-Grip Handle Spatula
An essential tool for grilling kits. This stainless steel spatula 
makes flipping food easy. Non-perforated to reduce flare ups, 
and soft-grip handle is more comfortable to hold. 

MC8016  |  Case of 6 

Basting Brush with Silicone Bristles
Use this basting brush to baste meats and poultry while they 
are cooking on the grill. Stainless steel brush handle with 
removable silicone brush head. 

Overall brush length: 12.8 in 
MC8006  |  Case of 6 

Reusable Steak Button® Thermometers 
Set of 4
These stainless steel button thermometers are a fool-proof way 
to cook beef and pork to a safe temperature. Steak Button® 
registers when rare, medium and well done. Set of 4.

MC8003  |  Case of 6  

Rectangular Grill Press
This hefty cast iron grill press keeps your food pressed down 
while cooking on the grill, helping to create impressive grill 
marks. Pre-heat your press before using on your food to cook it 
from the top and bottom simultaneously!

8.75 in x 4.4 in 
MC8010  |  Case of 6  

What makes shredded meat even more  
irresistible? Using Grill Mates® marinades, 
like Brown Sugar Bourbon, to crank up 
the volume on flavor.



3-in-1 Burger Press 
With this all-in-one press, you can create burgers, sliders, or 
stuffed burgers that pack serious flavor. The large press and 
ring are the perfect size for a classic hamburger, the small 
press can make bite-sized sliders, and when used together the 
presses can create a well in your patty to stuff with delicious 
fillings. Durable plastic.

MC8004  |  Case of 6 

Marinade Turbocharger
The Marinade Turbocharger uses 16 stainless steel 
blades to help you marinade your food in a fraction of the 
time. It also is a great way to help tenderize tougher cuts 
of meat.

MC8008 |  Case of 6  

Marinade Injector
This marinade injector's stainless steel rod will pierce 
cuts of meat, poultry, or fish, and allow you to fill them 
with your choice of liquid. Use brine, beer, wine, or your 
favorite marinade. Meat will take on your chosen flavors 
and retain incredible juiciness throughout cooking. 

MC8009  |  Case of 12  

8  •  PREP & CLEANING TOOLS

Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MONSTER Brush™

Every seasoned griller knows the secret to great grilling is a clean set of 
grill grates. Get the best results with our updated line of brushes with safer 
diamond-coated nylon bristles! Their special design won’t damage stainless-
steel grills, porcelain, or cast iron. With bristles that don’t fall out, they’re the 
most resilient brushes we’ve ever made. 

The Dual-Handle Safe-Scrub™ MONSTER Brush™ is a powerful tool for 
cleaning grill grates quickly and easily. The long length and two handles 

gives you the leverage to put some power behind your scrubbing 
and scraping, and the brush head is replaceable so you can 

clean with a fresh set of bristles as necessary. 

MC8014  |  Case of 6  
Overall length: 18.75 in 
Patent # D547,553 and D609,015

CELEBRATING MEMORIES MADE AROUND THE GRILLCELEBRATING MEMORIES MADE AROUND THE GRILL

Safe Scrape™ The Non-Bristle  
Grill Cleaning Tool
Give your grill a custom clean! This wooden 
scraping paddle removes debris from grill grates, 
while the heat and pressure from cleaning slowly 
shapes your paddle so that it fits the grate 
perfectly. The more you use it, the better it works! 

17.32 in x 4.92 in 
MC8013  |  Case of 6  |  Patent Pending

Diamonds are a grill’s best friend 
Diamond-based coating helps  
clean without damaging surfaces

 
Get rid of the grime 
Nylon bristles with twisted  
wire design are strong and pliable

 

The Safe Scrub™ Advantage

Grill Mates® Burger Mix-Ins, like Smoky 
Applewood Steakhouse, are the perfect 
way to start burgers everyone will crave.



10  •  SMOKING ACCESSORIES & CUSTOM DISPLAYS

Ask us about creating custom displays for your retail space!
The Companion Group can customize branded displays tailored specifically to the needs 
of your environment, including a variety of free-standing and hanging options (examples 
pictured below). Attention-grabbing displays for products and promotions are an exciting 
way to diversify store layout and allow retailers to display merchandise from small items 
to bulk products in an easy-to-access format.

Wire Floor Rack
Qty: Custom

25.5 in W x 72 in H x 25 in D

CHAMPIONING REGIONAL GRILLING TRADITIONSCHAMPIONING REGIONAL GRILLING TRADITIONS

Smoker Box with Lid
This porcelain enamel coated smoker box allows you to get 
the flavor of a charcoal grill while using your gas grill! As the 
grill heats up, the wood chips begin to smolder and smoke, 
releasing great flavor into the cooking environment. Your food 
will be infused with your choice of flavor, and retain its juiciness 
throughout the cooking process.

MC8018  |  Case of 6 

Round Smoker Box with InstaSmoke™ 

Super-Fine Smoking Wood
Traditional wood chip or pellet smokers create a smoky 
environment within your grill that adds delicious flavor to your 
meal. This small-but-mighty smoker box packs even more punch! 
Directed vents force the smoke out exactly where you want it: 
onto your food. This versatile porcelain enamel smoker box can 
use InstaSmoke™, wood pellets, or traditional wood chips.

Smoker Box: 3.1 in x 1.85 in  
Wood Dust: 76 cu in
MC8021  |  Case of 12  

Wood Chips for Smoking
Aromatic wood chips are essential to smoking and barbecue 
technique. Their strong, rich flavors work well with beef and 
chicken. Easy-to-use and all-natural, smoking chips are an 
inexpensive addition to your barbecuing routine that will make 
eating the foods you grill a new and 
delightful experience. Spread on 
coals or use with a smoker box. 

Volume: 144 cu in
Hickory: MC8023  |  Case of 12 
Mesquite: MC8024  |  Case of 12  

Quarter Pallet
Qty: 24 pcs.

18 in W x 52 in H x 22 in D

Clip Strip
Qty: 6 pcs.

4.25 in W x 24 in H x 2.5 in D

Sidekick
Qty: 48 pcs.

14 in W x 48 in H x 5 in D



All it takes is flame and flavor. No frills. Nothing fancy.  
Just high quality herbs, spices, heat, and the best tools for the grill. 
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